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Obstacle Avoidance Control Design: An Experimental Evaluation in
Vehicle Platooning
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TNO, Department of Integrated Vehicle Safety, Automotive Campus 30, 5708 JZ Helmond, The Netherlands
E-mail: mohsen.alirezaei@tno.nl, elham.semsarkazerooni@tno.nl, jeroen.ploeg@tno.nl

ABSTRACT: In this paper, an obstacle avoidance controller (OA) based on the impedance control method
is developed. The main goal of the OA controller is to guarantee robust gap making for a merging vehicle
within a platoon of vehicles which are longitudinally automated. The proposed OA controller is developed in
a simulation environment and later implemented and evaluated on test vehicles. Experimental results show the
effectiveness of the proposed method for robust gap making and collision avoidance scenarios.

1 INTRODUCTION

Cooperative driving of highway vehicles has been
identified as a promising strategy for autonomous or
semi-autonomous vehicle control to enhance safety,
improve traffic efficiency and increased fuel economy
toward intelligent transportation systems(Semsar-
Kazerooni 2015, Shladover 2013). Cooperative Adap-
tive Cruise Control (CACC) (Ploeg 2014, Milans
2014, Semsar-Kazerooni 2016) is an example of an
automatic vehicle-following control system. CACC,
using wireless communications for data exchange,
allows a smaller inter-vehicle distance compared to
adaptive cruise control (ACC). However, CACC in
(Ploeg 2014) merely deals with safe inter-vehicle dis-
tance among the platoon member, in one lane. Ex-
tending cooperative driving to include maneuvering
vehicles between the lanes is the next step towards
automated driving (Alirezaei 2015). Therefore, an ob-
stacle avoiding (OA) controller is necessary to see any
object on the adjacent lanes as an obstacle and then
to keep a safe distance to this obstacle. Different ob-
stacle avoidance strategies are proposed in the litera-
ture. Many of these strategies are based on defining
a potential function which becomes infinitely large,
when the distance is too small. Therefore, the corre-
sponding control action, i.e. the gradient of the po-
tential function, would be infinitely large as the dis-
tance to obstacle decreases (Wolf 2008, Volpe 1990).
This type of control action does not suit specific ap-
plications i.e. gap making for a merging vehicle. In
this paper, an obstacle avoidance controller based on
the impedance control strategy is proposed that aims
at integrating existing CACC functionality with ob-
stacle avoidance and gap making functionalities. The

impedance control strategy, first proposed for robotic
manipulator control, can be explained (Hogan 1985)
by using a spring analogy to define virtual bumpers
in 2D collision avoidance strategies. Using numeri-
cal simulations and experimental evaluation, we pro-
vide an assessment for the proposed OA controller.
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 the
platoon dynamics are presented. In Section 3 the OA
controller design and proof of stability are shown. In
Section 4 the simulation results are explained. In Sec-
tion 5 and 6 the experimental results and conclusions
are drawn.

2 PLATOON DYNAMICS

To investigate the behavior of the CACC and OA con-
trollers on a platoon of vehicles, an appropriate model
of a platoon is necessary. Consider the following dy-
namical model for vehicle i, i = 1, ...,m in a platoon
of m vehicles. ḋi−1|i

v̇i
ȧi

 =

 vi−1 − vi
ai

−1
τ
ai +

1
τ
ui

 (1)

where di−1|i is the distance between vehicle i and its
preceding vehicle i− 1, vi the longitudinal velocity of
vehicle i, ai the longitudinal acceleration of vehicle i,
ui is the external input (desired acceleration), and τ
is a time constant representing drive-line dynamics.
Here a homogeneous string of vehicles is assumed
which means τ is vehicle independent. The objective
of each vehicle in a platoon is to follow the preceding
vehicle at a desired distance dr,i−1|i according to

dr,i−1|i(t) = ri−1|i + hvi(t) (2)
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where h is the so called time gap and ri−1|i is the
standstill distance between vehicle i and i− 1. To reg-
ulate the inter-vehicle spaces to dr,i−1|i, the spacing
error ei is then defined as

ei(t) = di−1|i(t)− dr,i−1|i(t) (3)

The employed vehicle model in the control of
the platoon is based on the vehicle model (1) and
the spacing error ei defined in (3). This model is
represented as: ėi
v̇i
ȧi

 =

 0 −1 −h
0 0 1
0 0 −1

τ


 ei
vi
ai

+

 0
0
1
τ

ui +

+

 0 1 0
0 0 0
0 0 0

 ei−1
vi−1
ai−1

 (4)

3 PLATOON CONTROL

In this section, design of a CACC controller which
deals with safe inter-vehicle distance in one lane and
an OA controller which includes maneuvering vehi-
cles between the lanes are discussed.

3.1 CACC

The main objectives for the platoon control prob-
lem are zero steady state for the spacing error, i.e.
limt→∞ ei(t) = 0, and string stability. These objec-
tives are achieved with the help of a cooperative
adaptive cruise controller (CACC) designed in (Ploeg
2011). Considering a one-vehicle look-ahead CACC,
the input ξic is defined such that

hu̇i = −ui + ξic (5)

where the control law for ξic is chosen as

ξic = ui−1 + kpiei + kdiėi (6)

where kpi and kdi are the proportional and derivative
action gains of vehicle i for CACC controller, re-
spectively, and the feedforward term ui−1 is obtained
through wireless communication. Using (4) - (6), the
following closed-loop system is thus obtained:
ėi
v̇i
ȧi
u̇i

 =


0 −1 −h 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 −1

τ
1
τ

kpi
h

−kdi
h
−kdi −1

h



ei
vi
ai
ui



+


0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 kdi

h
0 1

h



ei−1
vi−1
ai−1
ui−1


or

żi = C0zi +C1zi−1 (7)

where zi = (ei vi ai ui)
T and the matrices C0 and

C1 are defined, correspondingly. Ploeg (2011) has
shown that for a bounded external input applied to the
first vehicle and subject to some constraints on the
controller gains, the above closed loop system will be
exponentially stable. Figure 1 shows the block dia-
gram of the CACC controller. where G(s) = qi(s)

ui(s)
=

1
s2(τs+1)

, K(s) = kpi + kdis, D(s) = e−θs, θ is the
communication delay and qi(s) is the Laplace trans-
form of the vehicle i’s position, qi(t). Here, ui repre-
sents the entire external input implemented to vehicle
i based on only the CACC control effort. In the next
Section, the effect of the obstacle avoidance controller
is explained.
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Figure 1: Block diagram of the controlled vehicles 2 and 4 of a
platoon with CACC

3.2 Obstacle Avoidance controller

The Obstacle Avoidance (OA) controller is based on
the impedance control approach. In this controller,
virtual springs and dampers are connected to the
merging car, which apply desired acceleration to the
forward and backward platoon vehicles to realize the
safe gap. Figure 2 shows the schematic of the OA
controller in the gap making and merging maneuver.
In this maneuver, vehicle 2 makes a gap for vehicle
4 who wants to merge into the platoon in front of ve-
hicle 2. In this case, car 4 is responsible for making
the gap between 4 and 1 (car 1 is driving in cruise
control), whereas both car 2 and 4 are responsible
for making the gap dis2MIOD. The control block di-
agram for vehicles 2 and 4 can be expressed as in Fig-
ure 3. Then, the controller ui can be defined such that

hu̇i = −ui + ξic + ξioa (8)

where the control effort correspond to CACC, ξic, is
already defined in (6) and the control laws for the ob-
stacle avoidance controller ξioa for vehicles 2 and 4
are chosen as

ξ2oa = kpoar(d24 − dr,24) + kdoar(ḋ24 − ḋr,24) (9)

ξ4oa = kpoaf (d14−dr,14)+kdoaf (ḋ14− ḋr,14)− ξ2oa(10)

where kpoaf , kdoaf ,kpoar and kdoar are the propor-
tional and derivative actions of the impedance con-
troller which are regulating obstacle avoidance in ve-
hicles 4 and 2, respectively. dij and dr,ij are the real
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Figure 2: Vehicle topology in nominal merging scenario.

and desired projected distances between vehicle i and
vehicle j, respectively.
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Figure 3: Block diagram of a controlled vehicle of a platoon with
obstacle avoidance controller.

The distances d14 and d24 can be expressed by the
following equations:

d14 = d34 − d13 −L1 (11)

d24 = d12 + d13 − d34 −L4 +L1 (12)

where L1 and L4 are the length of the vehicle 1 and
4 respectively. By substituting (6) and (9) - (12) into
(8) the following inputs thus obtained:

hu̇2 = −u2 + u1 + kp2e2 + kd2ė2 + kpoar(d12 + d13
− d34 −L4 +L1 − dr,24) + kdoar(ḋ12 + ḋ13 − ḋ34

−ḋr,24) (13)

hu̇4 = −u4 + u3 + kp4e4 + kd4ė4 + kpoaf (d34 −
d13 − L1 − dr,14) + kdoaf (ḋ34 − ḋ13 − ḋr,14) −
kpoar(d12 + d13 − d34 −L4 +L1 − dr,24)− kdoar(ḋ12

+ḋ13 − ḋ34 − ḋr,24) (14)

In order to generate the state space equations for
the system of CACC and OA, it is necessary to add
and subtract extra terms to (13) and (14)

hu̇2 = −u2 + u1 + kp2e2 + kd2ė2 + kpoar(d12 + d13 −
d34−L4+L1− dr,24)+ kdoar(ḋ12+ ḋ13− ḋ34− ḋr,24)

−kpoar(dr,34 − dr,12) + kpoar(dr,34 − dr,12) (15)

hu̇4 = −u4 + u3 + kp4e4 + kd4ė4 + kpoaf (d34 − d13 −
L1 − dr,14) + kdoaf (ḋ34 − ḋ13 − ḋr,14) − kpoar(d12 +
d13−d34−L4+L1−dr,24)−kdoar(ḋ12+ ḋ13− ḋ34−
ḋr,24)− kpoafdr,34 + kpoafdr,34 − kpoar(dr,34 − dr,12)

+kpoar(dr,34 − dr,12) (16)

Using (15) and (16) and the model of platoon dy-
namics (7) the state space equation for the closed loop
system in the presence of both CACC and OA con-
trollers, is obtained as

ẋi = A0xi +A1xi−1 +B (17)

where x = [e2 v2 a2 u2 e4 v4 a4 u4]
T (see Ap-

pendix).

3.3 Stability Analysis

In this section, the stability of the proposed closed
loop system is investigated. In equation 17 the B
matrix only affects the steady state behavior and
equilibrium point. Let’s assume that vehicles 1 and
3 (the preceding vehicles) are in CACC mode and
following a virtual reference vehicle. Returning to
the platoon closed loop model eq. 17, the stabil-
ity of the system of 4 vehicle only depends on the
eigenvalue of the A0 matrix. Considering the sys-
tem with OA, assuming that CACC parameters are
fixed, the eigenvalues are affected by four parame-
ters, being kpoaf ,kpoar,kdoaf ,kdoar. Figure 4 shows the
gain space (kpoaf , kpoar) versus the closed loop largest
eigenvalue of the system where kdoaf = kdoar = 0.
The red line shows the stability border where the
max(real(eig(A0))) = 0. Figure 5 shows the stabil-
ity region for different damping ratios. The area below
the lines shows the stable region. As it can be seen,
increasing the damping of the OA controller yields a
larger stability region.
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Figure 4: Eigen value of the system in the gain space(kpoaf ,
kpoar)
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Figure 5: Stability region for different damping ratios, kdoaf =
kdoar = 0 red line, kdoaf = kdoar = 0.1 green line, kdoaf =
kdoar = 0.2 green line.

4 SIMULATION RESULTS

Several tests have been performed with the simulation
environment to investigate the OA controller. How-
ever, here only the effect of initial conditions on the
steady state behavior will be discussed. Figure 2
shows vehicle topology in the simulation where ve-
hicles are driving with a speed of 80 km/h. We de-
note the distance from car 4 to the Most Important
Object on the Right side and to the Most Important
Object behind the host vehicle by dis2MIOR and
dis2MIOD, respectively (see Figure 2). The de-
sired value of 10 m is considered for dis2MIOR
and dis2MIOD. Figure 6 shows the results for the
first simulation where the initial distance of the car 4
with respect to car 1 is 5.5 m. As it can be seen, OA
controller in car 4 applies smooth acceleration (lower
subplot) and increases distance to car 1 (upper sub-
plot). The controller on car 2 generates desired gap
(middle subplot) for car 4 at the same time.
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Figure 6: Simulation results for the merging car 4 with d13 =
5.5m, distance to the Most Important Object on the Right side
(dis2MIOR) (upper subplot), distance to the Most Important Ob-
ject behind the host vehicle(dis2MIOD) (middle subplot) and the
control input (lower subplot) and red lines shows desired dis-
tance

Figure 7 shows the result for the second simulation
where the initial distance of car 4 with respect to car

1 is 11m. As can be seen, the controller generates ac-
celeration input (lower subplot) to adjust the distance
between car 4 and car 1 (upper subplot).
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Figure 7: Simulation results for the merging car 4, distance to
the Most Important Object on the Right side (dis2MIOR) (up-
per subplot), distance to the Most Important Object behind the
host vehicle(dis2MIOD) (middle subplot) and the control input
(lower subplot) and red lines shows desired distance

5 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The proposed control strategy is experimentally eval-
uated by implementing it on a real time computer,
in driving car laboratories (CarLabs). The CarLabs
are TOYOTA Prius (Fig 8) which are equipped with
a throttle and brake control system. Also the Car-
Labs are equipped with IEEE 802.11p-based wireless
communication, allowing for communication of the
desired vehicle acceleration at an update rate of 10
Hz. Furthermore, the CarLabs are equipped with en-
vironmental perception sensors like radar, camera and
GPS. Using these sensors all CarLabs are able to mea-
sure dis2MIOR and dis2MIOD and their time deriva-
tives. Several tests have been performed on a test track
but for the sake of brevity only two sets of experi-
ments will be shown. In both experiments all cars are
driving at 45 km/h and the desired gap between cars is
10m. Figure 9 shows the vehicle configuration in the
first experiment. In this experiment, car 4 is going to
merge between car 1 and car 2. So car 2 should make
a safe gap for the merging car. Simultaneously, car 4
should make a safe distance to car 1.
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Figure 8: Carlab
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Figure 9: Vehicle topology in the first experiment

Figure 10 shows that the OA controller provides
smooth input (lower subplot) to the system and the
dis2MIOR and dis2MIOD go to the desired value of
10m. The discontinuity in dis2MIOR around 32 sec
is due to the environmental perception sensors which
also has influence on the controller input.
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Figure 10: Experimental results for the merging car 4, distance
to the Most Important Object on the Right side (dis2MIOR) (up-
per subplot), distance to the Most Important Object behind the
host vehicle(dis2MIOD) (middle subplot) and the control input
(lower subplot)

Figure 11 shows the vehicle configuration in the
second experiment. The goal of this experiment is to
investigate some special conditions on the controller
performance. In this experiment, car 3 is going to
merge between car 1 and car 2. In this case there is
no car in front of car 3. Furthermore, car 4 is going
to merge behind car 2 so there is no car behind the
merging car. So car 2 on one hand should make a safe
gap for car 3 and at the same time, car 4 should make
a safe distance to the gap making car.

Figure 12 shows the dis2MIOR and dis2MIOD
and control input for car 3. As it can be seen, the con-
troller applies smooth input to the system and realizes
10m gap in front and behind the host vehicle. Fig-
ure 13 shows the dis2MIOR and dis2MIOD and
control input for car 4. As it can be seen first the dis-
tance between car4 and car2 (dis2MIOR) due to the
gap making for the car 3 decreases and as soon as the
controller in car4 is activated, the controller realizes
the safe distance to car2.

6 CONCLUSION

The problem of designing an obstacle avoidance con-
troller based on the impedance control method for co-
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Figure 11: Vehicle topology in the second experiment
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Figure 12: Experimental results for the merging car 3, distance
to the Most Important Object on the Right side (dis2MIOR) (up-
per subplot), distance to the Most Important Object behind the
host vehicle(dis2MIOD) (middle subplot) and the control input
(lower subplot)
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Figure 13: Experimental results for the merging car 4, distance
to the Most Important Object on the Right side (dis2MIOR) (up-
per subplot), distance to the Most Important Object behind the
host vehicle(dis2MIOD) (middle subplot) and the control input
(lower subplot)

operative driving has been presented. The proposed
system has been evaluated in simulation and also
tested in experiments under a variety of maneuvers.
It has been proven that the proposed OA controller is
capable of generating a predefined gap between vehi-
cles for a merging vehicle.
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APPENDIX

A0 =



0 −1 −h 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 − 1
τ

1
τ

0 0 0 0
kp2+kpoar

h
− kd2+kdoar−h kpoar

h
−kd2 − 1

h
− kpoar

h

kdoar−h kpoar
h

0 0

0 0 0 0 0 −1 −h 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 − 1
τ

1
τ

− kpoar
h

kdoar−h kpoar
h

0 0
kp4+kpoaf+kpoar

h
− kd4+kdoaf+kdoar−h kpoaf−h kpoar

h
−kd4 − 1

h



A1 =



0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 kd2+kdoar
h

0 1
h

0 − kdoar
h

0 0

0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 − kdoar
h

0 0 0 kd4+kdoaf+kdoar
h

0 1
h



B =



0

0

0

−−kpoar (r12−r34)+kpoar (L4+dr,24−d13−L1)
h

0

0

0

− kpoaf (dr,14+d13+L1)−kpoaf r34+kpoar (r12−r34)−kpoar (L4+dr,24−d13−L1)
h
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